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It’s time to learn to 
know Gen Z 

– at four levels
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► Understanding new generations helps us 
understand society – and individuals
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Why Study Generations?

• Learn to know contemporary society 

and how it shapes values and 

preferences

• Be better prepared to understand 

individuals – generational cohort is 

one of many dimensions

• Be better prepared to integrate 

cohorts by understanding strengths 

and challenges

• 16 to 24 years: coming-of-age

At what age do most people move? 
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Collective memories when coming of age influence cohort 
members’ beliefs, values, attiudes and behaviour for a life-time

• Baby boomers: 
– Functional and consensus-oriented
– Contribute to society (collectivist ideal)
– Work as duty
– Take care of your belongings, avoid overconsumption
– Don’t confess they make emotional decisions

► Boomer about young collegaues:

”When I was young I used to work 100 hours a week, while partners were quite regularly on 
the golf course. I still work 100 hours a week, and now the 90s youngsters are playing golf.”

► Coming-of-
age and 
nostalgia
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► The generational cohort perspective is one among 
many aspects that shape a person. It teaches us how 

to analyze variations across individuals more 
systematically – and how the contemporary society 

shapes young people

Gen Z used to high 
living standards

Provisionsförbud?

Digitization, 
chatGTP

The state of the 
economy…?

Post-pandemic 
world

Labour market in 
transition

Environmental 
concerns

Geo-political 
turbulence

Polarization
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The Pandemic hit young hard

• Worry more about the future

• Life is lonely and boring – 57 % (22%)

• One third has changed plans for the future

• More focus on sustainability – 44 % think more
about it, 5 % less

► This all happen during the coming of age years
and is likely to influence values for a lifetime

► The pandemic has hit younger hardest – plans 
for the future and mental health

► Direct and indirect effects on the labour market
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We all suffer 
from 

unbalanced 
news flows
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Polarized society – students have diversified values and 
preferences

• Matching the universitity’s strengths 
with student segments’ preferences

• Segmentation may contribute to 
polarization as it puts labels on 
people

• The role of a university is to 
counteract polarization

Solution? Discover the world, respect others and be open-minded
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► Read 
consultancy

reports – but
be careful
with the 

conclusions
and 

recommen-
dations
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► Generation Z – used to high 
living standards
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► Lågkonjunktur
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Source. https://www.newsweek.com/inflation-reagan-trump-vs-

carter-biden-opinion-1720030
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►We need a Big State – and Each Other

► Alla makrotrender och 
intressenter driver på mot 

lägre utsläpp och mer delning 
– nytt konkurrenslandskap

► Tea Party is dead
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► Urbanization has 
taken pace again

Who wants to have vacation 
on an eight-lane highway?
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► The Gen Z Labour 

market

► Societal changes and the popular culture influence 
Gen Zs view on working and living
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► The economic climate 
will influence Gen Z’s 

choices regarding studies 
and career – polarization 
and more market forces

Rewards in the labour market

• Year-in-office → Future performance

• Accurate →  Flexible

• Past perfomance → Expectations of the future

• Age → Market value

• The treshold for changing jobs is lower
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Why are social networks important…?

”If my boss asks me how things are going, it will not make any practical difference if I answer yes or 
no, but she may sleep better if I say yes. If I say that it's going bananas with the business model, she 

can’t really help me anyway, she is not competent in those areas, I’ll ask people I know.

► Loyalty might be different – there are social networks, alumni clubs, friends and more, which
might be sources of knowledge and solutions

►What about integrity?
► Recruiting someone means hiring a person including his/her social network

► Digitization, 
less loyalty and 
transparency all 

strengthen 
well-positioned 
professions and 
employers, but 

the gig 
economy 

contributes to 
labour market 

polarization
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► The Labour Market in the Future

101 endangered jobs by 2030 
(2014 forecast by Thomas Frey, futurist researcher)

1. Taxi Driver

2. Limo driver

3. Bus drivers

4. Rental car personnel

5. Truck drivers

6. Mail carriers

7. Traffic cops

8. Meter maids

9. Traffic court judges

10. Traffic court lawyers

11. Traffic court DAs

12. Traffic court support staff

13. Parking lot attendants

14. Valet attendants

15. Car wash workers

16. Courier service

17. Food delivery

18. Pizza delivery

19. Postal delivery

20. Crop monitors/consultants

21. Spraying services

22. Shepherds

23. Wranglers/herders

24. Varmint exterminators

25. Land and field surveyors

26. Environmental engineers

27. Geologists

28. Emergency response teams

29. Search and rescue teams

30. Firefighters

31. Mobile news trucks

32. Construction site monitors

33. Building inspectors

34. Security guards

35. Parole officers

36. Plastic press operators

37. Machinists

38. Shipping & receiving

39. Union representatives

40. Warehouse workers

41. Carpenters

42. Concrete workers

43. Home remodeling

44. City planners

45. Homeowner insurance agents

46. Real estate agents

47. News reporters

48. Sports reporters

49. Wall street reporters

50. Journalists

51. Authors

52. Military planners

53. Cryptographers

54. Dietitians

55. Nutritionists

56. Doctors

57. Sonographers

58. Phlebotomists

59. Radiologists

60. Psychotherapists

61. Counselors/psychologists

62. Financial planners/advisors

63. Accountants

64. Tax advisors

65. Auditors

66. Bookkeepers

67. Lawyers

68. Compliance officers/workers

69. Bill collectors

70. Meeting/event planners

71. Cost estimators

72. Fitness coaches

73. Logisticians

74. Interpreters/translators

75. Customer service reps

76. Teachers

77. Energy planners

78. Environmental designers

79. Energy auditors

80. Power plant operators

81. Miners

82. Oil well drillers, roughnecks,

83. Geologists

84. Meter readers

85. Gas/propane delivery

86. Retail clerks

87. Checkout clerks

88. Stockers

89. Inventory controllers

90. Sign spinners

91. Surgeons

92. Home healthcare

93. Pharmacists

94. Veterinarians

95. Painters

96. Janitors

97. Landscapers

98. Pool cleaners

99. Grounds keepers

100. Exterminators

101. Lumberjacks
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Self-Driving?

• Which professions will be 
attractive in the future? 
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► Distinguish between 
general studies and 

profession-based studies

Generation Z Employer Criteria

• Attractive – and reliable – employer

• Socially attractive environment

• Doing good for society

• Self-actualization

• Attractive aesthetic environment/office space

• Work-life balance – defined by the employee

• Influence the work environment

• Job security

► Emotional orientation
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► Geographic location is very 
important for Gen Z

And doing something good for 
society
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Rapid Digitization…

► … the end of 
relationship 
marketing?
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Slower transition during tough times
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Greedy practices

► Social, loyal, spoiled…?

► How did the pandemic influence 
their values and attitudes?

► Knowing them help us know society

►What does Generation Z expect and 
want in the future…?
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• Strongly influenced by society during
their coming-of-age

• Many opportunities
• 24/7 society
• Authority must be deserved

• The world is closer and more
transparent

• Passion rather than duty

• Changed view on integrity

• More emotional and open

• Their choices matter – and they
know that

• Work-life balance tricky

• More negative about the future
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More important for Gen Y/Z

• Family relations

• Fitness and health

• Sustainability

• Performing in school

• Owning one’s home

Less important for Gen Y/Z

• Partying

• Vehicles

• Study abroad
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►Where do they want to live…?

► They are 
social and 

build 
networks 
beyond 

universities 
and 

employers
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►Matilda –
loyalty is different?

► Nice exit important when they move on – universities, 
employers etc. must understand the dynamics behind ”loyalty”
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► Personal Branding is natural for Gen Z – try to 
treat them in an individualistic way

Communication with Gen Z 
– a challenge

http://www.google.se/url?sa=i&source=imgres&cd=&cad=rja&uact=8&ved=0CAkQjRwwAGoVChMImprVodvOyAIVRhYsCh0KvgTK&url=http%3A%2F%2Fwww.posh24.se%2Fkanye_west%2Framaskri_i_usa_varfor_ar_kanye_west_bff_med_kenza&psig=AFQjCNHTqVxdmbz8lcBjwiMQCndecG6yfw&ust=1445350213613725
http://www.google.se/url?sa=i&source=imgres&cd=&cad=rja&uact=8&ved=0CAkQjRwwAGoVChMIzKG2y9vOyAIVTNYsCh1FpgS7&url=http%3A%2F%2Fsuperfame.com%2Fpost%2Fpewdiepie-defends-himself-against-redditor-who-calls-him-a-childish-shitty-sellout%2F&psig=AFQjCNEokbwk50e6auPt_IZP7zdrZ57Guw&ust=1445350301174435
http://www.google.se/url?sa=i&source=imgres&cd=&cad=rja&uact=8&ved=0CAkQjRwwAGoVChMI5dvOttvOyAIVyY8sCh2TUwfL&url=https%3A%2F%2Fen.wikipedia.org%2Fwiki%2FZara_Larsson&psig=AFQjCNEP5urEd6ZZZVyhsht0McalKumrYQ&ust=1445350257558800
http://www.google.se/url?sa=i&source=imgres&cd=&cad=rja&uact=8&ved=0CAkQjRwwAGoVChMI8NiNi9vOyAIVCRUsCh3NiwnK&url=http%3A%2F%2Fnyheter24.se%2Fblogg%2Fbloggrapporten%2Fcategory%2Fkissie%2Fpage%2F2%2F&psig=AFQjCNFmkrdQVPP4lND6wlCtE4-sBldi0g&ust=1445350166315272
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► 91% of Gen Z say companies are 
awkward in social media
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► The creative     
revolution

► The grassroots revolution
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Communicating with Generation Z

• Communicating is more difficult in a polarized world

• Man kann nicht nicht-kommunizieren

• Overload of commercial – and other – messages

• Start at an early stage – First Mover Advantage

• Understand the target group – and adjust the communication accordingly

• Emphasize the positive side – e.g. 89 percent are happy with the employer vs. 11 percent are 

unhappy

• Avoid asking students and coworkers too much

DDR 1986 vs. Sweden 2021
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► Believe in what you 
are doing and offering
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• You can't just ask customers what they 
want and then try to give that to them. 
By the time you get it built, they'll want 
something new… Customers can't 
anticipate what the technology can do. 
They won't ask for things that they think 
are impossible. But the technology may 
be ahead of them. If you happen to 
mention something, they'll say, "Of 
course, I'll take that. Do you mean I can 
have that, too?" It sounds logical to ask 
customers what they want and then 
give it to them. But they rarely wind up 
getting what they really want that way.

http://www.google.com/url?sa=i&source=images&cd=&cad=rja&uact=8&docid=uEvi-SGuinjwZM&tbnid=JkFrdaaoSOuidM:&ved=0CAgQjRw&url=http%3A%2F%2Fwww.inc.com%2Fmagazine%2F19890401%2F5602.html&ei=A-U4VLn1I-TjywOIjoLICA&psig=AFQjCNECjrUlh0oZ_gT5VWZD_6eUvAJivw&ust=1413101187697970
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► Leading professions and 
brands don’t ask that much –

they know what they want

http://eurokulture.missouri.edu/?attachment_id=11521
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► Asking raises
expectations of

changing

►Who is answering 
surveys?
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► After the 
Pandemic is over, 

do you want to 
work in the office or 

at home?

What are people missing when 
working from home? Socializing with 

collegaues

Exploring and exchanging 
ideas through 
spontaneous, stimulating 
meetings

Distance from private 
sphere, get away from 
home

Physical meetings with 
customers and partners
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► Use the student 
survey for branding 
purposes – not only 

internal control?

► Aestheticization and 
social media
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► Gen Z as 
students
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Matching has several advantages 
– and higher education contributes

• Matching starts early in life – universities and employers are important

• Matching contributes to individual well-being and societal welfare

• It’s about finding the right person for the right educational programme, job and career

► Aestheticization and co-
branding mechanisms
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► Emerging hubs –
Where do we find 

qualified, high-
performing co-

workers who share 
our values?

Alumni networks

• Knowledge base

• Social base

• Reference point

• Contributes to universities’ (and 
employers’) marketing

• Reduces the influences from 
current education 
provider/employer
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►What do Target 
Groups Think 

About Our 
University…?

Might be applied
to a profession or 

an employer
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► Competition among 
universities, regions, 

and employers 
contribute to 

developing society and 
make it an even better 
place for Generation Z

► Finally… we need 
data to track 
performance
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► Go Beyond 
Superficial 

Descriptions

► Present what you 
offer in an attractive 

way 

– a tricky balance…? 
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What are they thinking on the other side?

|     112

► Complex time for leaders
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Capability to integrate new generations

►Which challenges are
ahead when it comes to 
understanding new 
generations? 

► Opportunities and 
problems with integrating
young students?

►What did others think
about you when you were
20 to 25 years of age?

Thanks for Listening!

anders@andersparment.com
linkedin.com/in/andersparment

+46705130363
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